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Abstract
Myopia is a refractive error of the eye caused by a complex interplay between nature and nurture. The aim of this study was 
to investigate whether environmental risk factors can influence the genetic effect in children developing myopia. A total of 
3422 children participating in the birth-cohort study Generation R underwent an extensive eye examination at 9 years with 
measurements of refractive error and axial length corneal radius ratio (AL/CR). Environmental risk factors were evaluated 
using a questionnaire, and environmental risk scores (ERS) were calculated using backward regression analyses. Genetic 
risk scores (GRS) were calculated based on all currently known risk variants for myopia. Gene-environment interaction 
(G×E) was investigated using linear and logistic regression analyses. The predictive value of G×E and parental myopia 
was estimated using receiver operating characteristic curves. Myopia prevalence was 12%. Both GRS (P < 0.01) and ERS 
(P < 0.01) were significantly associated with myopia and AL/CR, as was G×E interaction (P < 0.01 for myopia; P = 0.07 
for AL/CR). The predictive value of parental myopia was 0.67 (95% CI 0.65–0.70), similar to the values of GRS (0.67; 
95% CI 0.64–0.70; P = 0.98) and ERS (0.69; 95% CI 0.66–0.72; P = 0.98). Adding G×E interaction significantly improved 
the predictive value to 0.73 (95% CI 0.70–0.75; P < 0.01). This study provides evidence that nature and nurture are equally 
important for myopia and AL/CR; however, the combination has the strongest influence. Since myopia genes are common 
in the population, adjustment of lifestyle should be a major focus in the prevention of myopia.
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Introduction

Myopia is the most common eye disorder in developed coun-
tries. Around 50% of young adults in Europe and up to 83% 
of the Chinese university students have myopia [1, 2]. The 
global myopia prevalence is rising and expected to increase 
from one in three persons in 2000 to half of the worldwide 
population in 2050 [3]. Myopia is caused by an axial elon-
gation of the eye accompanied by structural changes of 
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the retina and choroid. Although myopia can be optically 
corrected, it is associated with an increased risk of visual 
impairment and blindness later in life due to retinal compli-
cations such as myopic macular degeneration, cataract and 
glaucoma [4]. A higher degree of myopia results in an earlier 
onset of retinal complications [5].

Myopia is caused by a complex interplay between nature 
and nurture [6]. Recently, large genome-wide association 
studies have identified 161 independent loci for refractive 
error, which explain 8% of the variance of spherical equiva-
lent in adults and can discriminate myopia from hypero-
pia with a 0.77 accuracy [7, 8]. Established environmental 
risk factors that have been associated with myopia include 
extended near work and minimal outdoor exposure [9–11], 
and lifestyle in childhood is most likely the major cause of 
the rapid rising prevalence. Whether lifestyle can alter the 
outcome of a genetic susceptibility for myopia is currently 
unsettled. Several studies in adults have demonstrated gene-
environment interactions for refractive error, in particular 
with education [12–15]. However, whether this reflects a 
certain lifestyle in childhood is unclear and G×E interaction 
studies in children have been limited [13, 14, 16, 17].

Children with an early onset of myopia are most likely to 
develop high myopia [18, 19]. Postponing myopia onset or, 
even better, preventing the onset can be achieved by lifestyle 
factors, such as spending many hours outdoors [20, 21]. As 
changing habits is extremely difficult [22], knowledge on 
susceptibility may help children at risk to adhere lifestyle 
advice. This knowledge may be acquired by assessing paren-
tal myopia or calculating a genetic risk score when DNA 
analysis is feasible [7, 8, 17, 23]. Whether the latter has 
additional value is currently unknown.

In the Generation R birth cohort, we previously created a 
prediction model for myopia based on time spent outdoors, 
sports participation, number of books read per week, time 
spent reading, parental myopia, and ethnicity [24]. In the 
current analysis, we implemented known genetic factors to 
study gene-environment interactions using genetic and envi-
ronmental risk scores. We also investigated the relationship 
between parental myopia and genetic and environmental fac-
tors and assessed the predictive value of these variables to 
identify children at risk for early onset myopia.

Methods

Study population: generation R

Generation R is a population-based prospective cohort of 
9778 pregnant women and their children who were born 
between April 2002 and January 2006 in Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands. The exact methodology of the Generation 
R study has been described elsewhere [25, 26]. Children 

were invited to the research center at the age 9 years. Of the 
initial cohort, 5862 (60%) children participated at the age 
of 9 years. Genetic data was available for 5731 children, 
and 3422 of them received eye measurements (58%). The 
study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethical Com-
mittee of the Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam (MEC 
217.595/2002/20), and conducted according to the Decla-
ration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained 
from all participants.

Eye measurements

Automated cycloplegic refraction was performed in a ran-
dom sample of children (42%). Two drops (three in case of 
dark irises) of cyclopentolate (1%) with 5 min interval were 
dispensed at least 30 min before refractive error measure-
ment. Pupil diameter was ≥ 6 mm at the time of measure-
ment. Children with a visual acuity of more than 0.1 loga-
rithm of the minimum angle of resolution at a 3-m distance 
by means of the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study 
method in at least 1 eye or children with an ophthalmologic 
history were referred to an ophthalmologist or orthoptist 
to identify myopia [27]. Children with visual acuity of 0.1 
logarithm of the minimym angle of resolution or less or no 
glasses or ophthalmic history were classified as nonmyopic 
[28, 29]. Spherical equivalent (SER) was calculated as the 
sum of the full spherical value and half of the cylindrical 
value. Myopia was defined as SER ≤ − 0.50 diopter in at 
least one eye. Since SER was not available for the whole 
sample, the axial length/corneal radius (AL/CR) ratio was 
used as a proxy for refractive error. Ocular biometry was 
measured by Zeiss IOL-master 500 (Carl Zeiss MEDITEC 
IOL-master, Jena, Germany). For axial length (AL) five 
measurements per eye were averaged to mean AL. Three 
measurements of corneal radius (K1 and K2) were taken 
of both eyes, and mean corneal radius was calculated (CR). 
Mean AL/CR ratio was calculated by dividing AL (mm) by 
CR (mm) for both eyes, divided by two.

Environmental variables

Environmental variables were measured using a question-
naire filled in by the parents when the child was 9 years 
old. For outdoor exposure, the questions “how many days 
per week does your child play outside” and “how long does 
your child approximately play outside per day” were asked. 
Mean daily outdoor exposure was calculated by multiplying 
the number of days by time in minutes divided by seven. 
Walking or cycling to and from school was processed simi-
larly. Outdoor exposure was calculated as the sum of play-
ing outside and walking or cycling to and from school. For 
computer use and watching television, the question “how 
much time does your child use the computer/watch television 
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in the morning/afternoon/evening” was asked for weekdays 
and weekend days separately. Mean daily computer use and 
watching television was calculated by dividing the total time 
per week by seven. Time spent reading was asked per week 
(never, < 5 h/week, 5–10 h/week, 11–15 h/week or > 15 h/
week), number of books read per week (< 1 or 1 ≥ per week) 
and reading distance was asked and categorised in < 30 cm 
or ≥ 30 cm. For parental myopia, 0, 1 or 2 myopic parents 
was registered by questionnaire.

Environmental risk score

Outdoor exposure, books per week, computer use, reading 
time and watching television were standardized into a mean 
of 0 en standard deviation of 1. A multivariate regression 
model including reading distance, outdoor exposure, number 
of books per week, computer use, time reading and watching 
television and interaction effects between them were tested. 
Backward linear regression analyses were performed until 
the final model only included significant environmental risk 
factors (P < 0.05). Environmental risk scores (ERS) were 
computed for each individual using the beta-coefficients of 
the final multivariate regression model multiplied by the 
standardized values of the risk factors.

Genotyping and quality control

Genotyping and quality control were performed as described 
in Medina-Gomez C et al. [30]. In summary, blood samples 
were taken from cord blood at birth or venepuncture at the 
age of 6 years during their visit at the research center. Geno-
typing was performed with the Illumina HumanHap 610 (at 
birth) or 660 (at age 6 years) Quad Chips. Quality control 
procedures were performed using PLINK [31]. Filters were 
used for marker call rate (calling < 0.2 – < 0.05), minor allele 
frequency (MAF) ≥ 1%, and deviation from Hardy–Wein-
berg equilibrium (P < 10−6). Additional quality control steps 
included checks for excess heterozygosity, sex mismatch, 
relatedness and missing data.

Genetic risk scores

GRS were computed using the summary statistics from a 
large meta-analysis [7]. We incorporated genetic variants 
with minor allele frequency greater than 1% and an impu-
tation information score greater than 0.5 or minimac  R2 
greater than 0.8. P value based clumping was performed 
in PLINK using one genetic variant per linkage disequi-
librium region [32]. Genetic variants with an r-squared 
smaller than 0.2 and a physical-distance over 500 kb, 
excluding the major histocompatibility complex region, 
were selected. For each individual, GRS values were cal-
culated in PLINK across the following strata of P-value 

thresholds: 5.0 × 10−8, 5.0 × 10−7, 5.0 × 10−6, 5.0 × 10−5, 
5.0 × 10−4, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0. The 
proportion of variance of AL/CR explained by each GRS 
model was calculated as the difference in the r-squared 
between two linear regression models: one in which AL/
CR was regressed on age, sex and the first ten principal 
components, and the other also including the GRS as an 
additional covariate.

Gene‑environment interaction and correlation

Gene-environment interaction (G×E) is defined as a differ-
ent effect of a genotype on disease risk in persons with dif-
ferent environmental exposures. In contrast, gene-environ-
ment correlation (rGE) refers to the association of different 
genotypes on environments, in other words individuals 
are selectively exposed to different environments based 
on their genetics. Presence of rGE could confound G×E 
interaction analyses and was therefore assessed [33, 34].

Statistical analyses

Myopia yes/no was considered the dichotomous outcome 
variable; AL/CR was used as the continuous outcome. 
Association analyses were based on cross-sectional data, 
and prevalence odds ratios were used to represent risk 
of myopia. Participants with myopia were compared to 
controls with respect to age, sex, ethnicity, AL/CR and 
environmental factors using t-tests for continuous vari-
ables and Chi square tests for binary variables. Missing 
information on the covariates varied between 0 and 36% 
(Table 1). Multiple imputation procedures were performed 
to replace missing covariates for the most likely values to 
avoid bias in the analyses using multivariate imputations 
by chained equations (MICE) [35]. GRS and ERS were 
computed using linear regression analyses and the propor-
tion of phenotypic variance of AL/CR explained was com-
puted using the  R2 minus the reference model including 
age, sex and ethnicity and first ten principal components. 
Linear regression (for AL/CR) and logistic (for myopia) 
analyses were performed to test for G×E interactions and 
rGE correlations, adjusted for age, sex and first ten princi-
pal components. Sensitivity analyses were performed for 
G×E interaction restricted to European children to capture 
ethnicity-related differences in lifestyle risk factors. The 
predictive value (area under the receiver operating charac-
teristic curve, AUC) of myopia versus no myopia was cal-
culated for parental myopia, ERS, GRS and combinations 
of them using pROC package in R [36]. All analyses were 
performed in SPSS software version 24.0 and R statistical 
software version 1.1.456 [37, 38].
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Results

Data from 3422 children entered the analyses and a myo-
pia prevalence of 12% was calculated (Table 1). Children 
with myopia were more often non-European, had more 
often a short reading distance, spent more time on read-
ing, had a tendency towards spending less time outdoors 
and had more often 1 of 2 myopic parents than their peers 
(Table 1). A backward regression model showed that out-
door exposure (P = 0.03), reading distance (P < 0.01) and 
number of books read per week (P < 0.01) were signifi-
cantly associated with AL/CR (Table 2). No significant 
interactions were found between the environmental vari-
ables. ERS explained 1.1% of the variance of AL/CR and 
2.1% of myopia (Table 3).

G×E interaction was borderline significant for AL/CR 
(P = 0.07) and significant for myopia (P < 0.01), indicating 
that the effect of GRS on AL/CR and myopia increased 
within higher levels of ERS (Table 3). Analyses restricted 
to children with European ancestry showed similar results 
(P = 0.09 for AL/CR and P < 0.01 for myopia), indicat-
ing that ethnicity-related differences in lifestyle did not 
bias the G×E results. Figure  1 shows that the risk of 
myopia among subjects who were in the highest tertiles 
for GRS and ERS was increased  (ORcombined = 1.23; 95% 
CI 1.18–1.29), and was higher than multiplication of 
the risks among individuals with only one of these fac-
tors  (ORcombined for high GRS = 1.04; 95% CI 1.00–1.09; 
 ORcombined for high ERS = 1.06; 95% CI 1.01–1.11) 
(Table S3, Fig. 1).

A total of 243,261 genetic variants were available for 
the GRS, which ranged from P-value threshold 5.00E − 08 

Table 1  General characteristics

a 3406 participants with complete data on AL/CR and 3291 participants with complete data on myopia. 
Total amount of participants is 3422
b P-values are corrected for age and sex
SD standard deviation, EUR European; AL/CR axial length corneal curvature ratio; hr/day average hours 
per day. Missing information on the variables were imputed using multiple imputations, with the exemption 
of myopia and AL/CR

Generation R cohort (N = 3422)a Missing (%) Myopia
(N = 391)

No myopia (N = 2900) P-valueb

Myopia (%) 11.9 4 – – –
Age (± SD; years) 9.79 (0.34) 0 9.82 (0.36) 9.79 (0.33) 0.05
Sex (% ♀) 50.8 0 51 51 0.41
Ethnicity (% EUR) 87.8 0 78.0 89.3 <0.01
AL/CR (± SD) 2.97 (0.10) 1 3.11 (0.10) 2.95 (0.08) <0.01
Reading distance (% < 30 cm) 49.1 36 66.9 46.6 <0.01
Outdoor exposure (hr/day) 1.09 (0.75) 17 1.02 (0.73) 1.09 (0.75) 0.10
Books per week (% > 1) 44.6 32 57.3 43.0 <0.01
Computer use (hr/day) 0.72 (0.78) 20 0.79 (0.90) 0.72 (0.77) 0.16
Time reading (% > 5 h/wk) 38.3 32 46.3 37.1 <0.01
Watching television (hr/day) 1.70 (1.19) 20 1.78 (1.38) 1.69 (1.15) 0.25
Parental myopia (% 1 and  % 2) 40.2

15.4
33 44.2

26.5
39.6
14.1

<0.01
<0.01

Table 2  Full and backward 
regression model with 
environmental predictors for 
AL/CR

a Environmental variables are standardized and adjusted for age, sex and ethnicity
Estimate Beta-coefficient; SE standard error

N = 3406 Full regression model Backward regression model

Estimate SE P-value Estimate SE P-value

Outdoor  exposurea − 0.004 0.002 0.03 − 0.004 0.002 0.03
Reading  timea 0.003 0.002 0.16 – – –
Reading  distancea − 0.007 0.002 <0.01 − 0.007 0.002 <0.01
Watching  televisiona 0.000 0.002 0.86 – – –
Computer  usea 0.002 0.002 0.30 – – –
Books per  weeka 0.005 0.002 0.05 0.006 0.002 <0.01
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(including 175 variants) to P-value threshold 1 (including 
243,261 variants). The highest proportion of the variance 
explained by genetic variants was the stratum of GRS with 
P-value threshold 0.1 (Table S1), which included 65,426 
variants for AL/CR (4.4%) and myopia (2.3%). Significant 

rGE was found from P-value threshold 5.00E − 05 onwards 
(≥ 784 variants) (β = 0.047 to β = 0.062, P < 0.01 to 
P = 0.03), meaning this could bias the results of G×E analy-
ses (Table S2). Therefore, GRS including only 175 genome-
wide significant variants were used for G×E analyses.

Parental myopia was associated with both ERS (1 myopic 
parent: β = 0.083, P = 0.06; 2 myopic parents: β = 0.160, 

Table 3  Variance explained by 
environmental risk score (ERS), 
genetic risk score (GRS) and the 
interaction term (ERS x GRS) 
for AL/CR and myopia

a Reference model includes age, sex and ethnicity
b ERS adjusted for age, sex and ethnicity
c GRS adjusted for age, sex and first 10 principal components
d ERS and GRS adjusted for age, sex and first 10 principal components
e ERS, GRS and the interaction term ERS x GRS adjusted for age, sex and first 10 principal components
f Explained variance is computed as:  NagelkerkeR2 * 100%
AL/CR axial length corneal curvature ratio, ERS environmental risk score, GRS genetic risk score, Estimate 
Beta-coefficient, SE standard error, NA not applicable, 95% CI = 95% confidence interval

AL/CR (N = 3406) Variable Estimate SE P-value Variance explained 
(%)f

Reference  modela NA NA NA NA 1.9
ERS  modelb ERS 0.010 0.002 <0.01 3.0
GRS  modelc GRS 0.017 0.002 <0.01 5.0
ERS + GRS model ERS

GRS
0.010
0.017

0.002
0.002

<0.01
<0.01

6.0

ERS x GRS  modeld ERS
GRS
ERS x GRS

0.010
0.017
0.004

0.002
0.002
0.002

<0.01
<0.01
0.07

6.1

Myopia (N = 3291) Variable Odds ratio 95% CI P-value Variance explained 
(%)f

Reference  modela NA NA NA NA 1.7
ERS  modelb ERS 1.048 1.035–1.061 <0.01 3.8
GRS  modelc GRS 1.045 1.033–1.056 <0.01 4.3
ERS + GRS  modeld ERS

GRS
1.046
1.043

1.033–1.058
1.032–1.055

<0.01
<0.01

6.2

ERS x GRS  modele ERS
GRS
ERS x GRS

1.046
1.043
1.024

1.033–1.058
1.032–1.055
1.008–1.039

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

6.7

Fig. 1  Odds Ratio for myopia per GRS and ERS tertiles

Table 4  Association between parental myopia and environmental risk 
score and genetic risk score

a ERS adjusted for age, sex and ethnicity
b GRS adjusted for age, sex and first 10 principal components
ERS environmental risk score, GRS genetic risk score, Estimate beta-
coefficient, SE standard error

N = 3422 Estimate SE P-value

ERS modela

 1 myopic parent 0.083 0.043 0.06
 2 myopic parents 0.160 0.067 0.02

GRS modelb

 1 myopic parent 0.225 0.044 <0.01
 2 myopic parents 0.226 0.059 <0.01
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P < 0.01) and GRS (1 myopic parent: β = 0.225, P = < 0.01; 2 
myopic parents: β = 0.226, P < 0.01), indicating that parental 
myopia comprises shared genetic and environmental factors 
(Table 4). The prevalence of myopia was 8.3% among chil-
dren without myopic parents, 13.7% among children with 1 
myopic parent, and 18.4% among children with 2 myopic 
parents (P trend < 0.01). The predictive value (calculated as 
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, AUC) 
for parental myopia was 0.67 (95% CI 0.65–0.70), which was 
not statistically different from the AUC for GRS (0.67; 95% 
CI 0.64–0.70; P = 0.98) or for ERS (0.69; 95% CI 0.66–0.72; 
P = 0.98). Combining parental myopia with GRS, ERS or 
G×E, improved the AUC to 0.70, 0.71, and 0.73 respectively 
(95% CI 0.67–0.73; P < 0.01; 95% CI 0.68–0.73; P < 0.01; 
95% CI 0.70–0.75; P < 0.01; Table 5).

Discussion

Within our sample of Dutch children aged 9 years old, we 
found a myopia prevalence of 12%. The risk profile of chil-
dren who were myopic included high genetic load (high 
GRS) for myopia and AL/CR, and environmental risk factors 
such as short reading distance, reading > 1 book per week 
and < 7 h outdoor exposure per week. Children with a high 
GRS in combination with high ERS had a greater risk of 
myopia compared to children with only one of these factors, 
and this gene-environment interaction was statistically sig-
nificant. Parental myopia was associated with ERS as well 
as PRS, indicating shared genetic and shared environmental 
factors. The predictive value of parental myopia, ERS, and 
GRS, and G×E combined was 0.73, significantly higher than 
models with only one of these variables.

Our study had strengths and limitations. Strengths 
included the large dataset, the extensive evaluation of 

lifestyle, the thorough genetic screen, and the young age 
of participants which enabled identification of determinants 
close to the onset of the trait. Our analyses were performed 
using continuous variables, which benefitted statistical 
power for the G×E investigation. Among limitations are the 
cross-sectional design of our study and the self-report of 
the environmental risk factors. Future studies incorporating 
real-time measurements of near work and outdoor exposure 
will facilitate more accurate evaluation.

Our study investigated the effect of GRS and ERS on 
myopia outcomes as single exposures as well as the combi-
nation. The GRS in this study was based on the stratum of 
genetic variants which best explained AL/CR and myopia 
(4.4% and 2.3%, respectively). Our former calculation was 
based on only 39 SNPs, and explained a much lower vari-
ance for AL/CR (0.7% at age 6 years and 3.7% in adults) 
[39]. Other studies found 0.6% to 1.1% and 2.3% to 2.6% of 
the variance explained for spherical equivalent at age 7 and 
15 years, respectively [17, 40].

With respect to ERS, we found significant associations for 
outdoor exposure, books per week, and reading distance with 
AL/CR. Number of books per week was highly correlated with 
reading time, and the association with the latter disappeared 
when both variables were included in the model. Watching tel-
evision was not associated, and computer use appeared weakly 
associated but failed to reach statistical significance. This is 
in line with previous findings [9, 11, 24, 41]. Despite the low 
proportion of variance explained by ERS (2.1% of myopia and 
1.1% AL/CR), its predictive value was 0.69, comparable to 
earlier lifestyle studies in children [23, 24].

Lifestyle can be genetically determined, and vice versa, 
familial risk can be driven by environmental factors. We 
tested the association between GRS and ERS, and found a 
significant correlation when 784 or more genetic variants 
(P-value threshold 5.00E − 05, Table S2) were included 
in the GRS. This would imply that lifestyle may be partly 
genetically determined by variants involved in myopia, i.e. 
ERS may be a mediator in the association between GRS and 
myopia outcomes [34]. A recently published paper provided 
evidence for a genetic correlation between myopia and IQ, 
and IQ may influence behaviour leading to more near work 
and less outdoor exposure [42]. This correlation could con-
found a true G×E association, therefore, we studied the GRS 
stratum that did not associate with ERS. The results of the 
G×E analyses show that the effect of GRS on myopia out-
comes is influenced by environmental exposure.

Few G×E interactions for myopia were discovered in 
previous studies. Verhoeven et al. revealed a biological 
interaction between education and a GRS including 26 
genetic variants for myopia [12]. A genome-environment 
wide interaction study (GEWIS) found interaction between 
three genetic markers and education in adult Asian popula-
tions [15]. A GEWIS for interaction with near work hinted 

Table 5  The predictive value (area under the receiver operating char-
acteristic curve, AUC) of myopia versus no myopia

a Reference model includes age, sex and first ten principal components
b Adjusted for age, sex and first ten principal components
c In comparison with the parental myopia model
ERS Environmental risk score, GRS genetic risk score, AUC  area 
under de curve; 95% CI = 95% confidence interval

N = 3291 AUC 95% CI P-valuec

Reference  modela 0.63 0.60–0.66 <0.01
Parental myopia  modelb 0.67 0.65–0.70 –
GRS  modelb 0.67 0.64–0.70 0.78
ERS  modelb 0.69 0.66–0.72 0.98
GRS + parental  myopiab 0.70 0.67–0.73 <0.01
ERS + parental  myopiab 0.71 0.68–0.73 <0.01
ERS*GRS + parental  myopiab 0.73 0.70–0.75 <0.01
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towards an interaction with lifestyle, but the GRS failed 
to find evidence for interaction with near work or outdoor 
exposure [15, 17]. Different from our study is that we cre-
ated a continuous environmental risk score and genetic risk 
score including 175 variants, while near work and outdoor 
exposure in previous studies were used as dichotomous vari-
ables and individual SNPs or a GRS including 39 variants 
was used [15, 17].

Parental myopia has been an established risk factor for 
years. Our study underscores the statistical evidence that 
parental myopia represents genetic as well environmental 
risk factors. According to the results of this and other stud-
ies, the predictive value for parental myopia (0.67) is as good 
as GRS (0.67) or ERS (0.69) [23, 43]. To date, genetic test-
ing for young children is not feasible in a clinical setting nor 
at population level, hence, determination of GRS is unlikely 
to become a routine procedure. Ascertainment of parental 
myopia and ERS is much easier to detect children at risk of 
myopia before the onset. Clinicians encountering myopic 
parents with young children should raise awareness about 
prevention of myopia by lifestyle.

In conclusion, our findings add to the evidence that 
increased near work and lack of outdoor exposure in child-
hood significantly enhance the effect of myopia genes. 
Changing children’s lifestyle in this digital era requires 
action from all of those involved in child raising, starting 
with increasing awareness by knowledge dissemination.
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